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Today’s Theme

US$ / JPY Exchange Rate Outlook

Will JPY be back to strong vs. US$ again?
Many factors such as difference in the direction of monetary policies, “ improvement in
twin deficits of the US” etc. suggest a direction of “JPY depreciation vs. US$” in theory.
■ The Bank of Japan (BoJ) is keeping its
unprecedented monetary easing policy and might
implement additional easing measures depending
on the outlook of CPI, while the US FRB is likely to
end its quantitative easing by this autumn. Typically,
such loosened monetary situation of Japan relative
to the US deemed to be a factor of “weaker JPY”.
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■The fiscal deficit (vs. GDP) of the US is on an
improving trend due to tax revenue increase. The
trade deficit (ditto) is likely to improve in mid/long
term due to decreasing energy import. Typically,
improvement in the twin deficits is deemed to be
a factor of “ stronger US$ “.
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(Notes) Data from Jan. 2002 to Jun. 2014 (US$/JPY Exchange Rate is month end rate till Jul. 2014).
Trade & Fiscal Balance vs. GDP were calculated using 12 months’ aggregate and annual average nominal GDP.
(Source) SMAM, based on US Treasury, US Dept. of Commerce, Bloomberg L.P. data.

Outlook

US economic recovery + Japan maintaining monetary easing suggests weaker JPY

■We anticipate the US economy would accelerate in This implies that in mid/long term, the fuel import
by the US will decrease, which will be a factor to
the latter half of this year due to improvement in
promote improvement in the trade deficit.
employment environment etc. and consequently,
fiscal balance would improve as well as tax revenue ■The BoJ is considered to continue its monetary
easing policy to achieve the inflation target of 2%.
increases.
Along with the US moving towards an
■In the US, production of non-conventional crude oil
improvement in the “Twin Deficits”, these are
such as shale oil etc. are increasing.
factors to promote “weakening of JPY against US$”.
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Disclaimer
Please read this disclaimer carefully.
= This material is for non-Japanese institutional investors only.
= The research and analysis included in this report, and those opinions or judgments as outcomes thereof, are intended to introduce or
demonstrate capabilities and expertise of Sumitomo Mitsui Asset Management Company, Ltd. (hereinafter “SMAM”), or to provide
information on investment strategies and opportunities. Therefore this material is not intended to offer or solicit investments, provide
investment advice or service, or to be considered as disclosure documents under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.
= The expected returns or risks in this report are calculated based upon historical data and/or estimated upon the economic outlook at
present, and should be construed no warrant of future returns and risks.
= Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
= The simulated data or returns in this report besides the fund historical returns do not include/reflect any investment management fees,
transaction costs, or re-balancing costs, etc.
= The investment products or strategies do not guarantee future results nor guarantee the principal of investments. The investments
may suffer losses and the results of investments, including such losses, belong to the client.
= The recipient of this report must make its own independent decisions regarding investments.
= The opinions, outlooks and estimates in this report do not guarantee future trends or results. They constitute SMAM’s judgment as of
the date of this material and are subject to change without notice.
= The awards included in this report are based on past achievements and do not guarantee future results.
= The intellectual property and all rights of the benchmarks/indexes belong to the publisher and the authorized entities/individuals.
= This material has been prepared by obtaining data from sources which are believed to be reliable but SMAM can not and does not
guarantee its completeness or accuracy.
= All rights, titles and interests in this material and any content contained herein are the exclusive properties of SMAM, except as
otherwise stated. It is strictly prohibited from using this material for investments, reproducing/copying this material without SMAM’s
authorization, or from disclosing this material to a third party.
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